DNA sequences of 56 human genes for which information on both exons and introns was available were examined. The variance in G+C content among genes is estimated and shown to be substantial. There is a high correlation in G+C content between exons and introns within the same gene. The dinucleotide frequencies of introns are similar to those of intergenic spacer regions and are in reasonable agreement with predictions from substitution rates estimated from pseudogenes, except that the observed deficiency of TA doublets is not predicted. Duplicated bases also show a frequency greater than the expectation under independence. There is marked variability among genes in the frequency of the doublet CG relative to its expectation under independence. This variation is evolutionarily conserved and is correlated with the G+C content. Pseudogenes behave as if they are in a low -G+C, CGdeficient part of the genome, although the genes from which they arose are variable in these respects.
Introduction
The only known function of introns is to be spliced out of genes before translation. This function is mediated through splice junctions at each end of the intron (Breathnach and Chambon 198 I) , so that the internal sections of introns do not appear to be under any selective constraint. The purpose of the present paper is to examine the statistical properties of nucleotide sequences in these internal sections in order to determine whether there is any evidence of selective constraints-and, if there is not, to characterize the properties of DNA that is subject only to random mutations.
Data on 56 human genes will be examined, and the opportunity will be taken to compare the properties of introns and exons. Introns will also be compared with intergenic spacer regions to test the hypothesis of selective neutrality.
There is considerable variability in G+C content among genes (Bernardi et al. 1985; Aota and Ikemura 1986) , and the first task will be to describe this variability for the human genome. Dinucleotide frequencies will then be considered in order to identify departures from randomness in the nucleotide sequences.
Methods
Nucleotide sequences were extracted from the GenBank database on all human genes for which information on both exons and introns was available (though incomplete in some cases). After excluding multiple copies of almost identical duplicated genes, the sample contained 56 genes. The first seven and the last 21 bases in each intron were excluded from the analysis in order to avoid consensus sequences at splice junctions.
The genes used are as follows: alpha-cardiac actin, smooth-muscle actin, adenosine deaminase, apolipoprotein A 1, blym-1 oncogene, c-fos oncogene, collagen alpha-1, chas/has oncogene, enkephalin, factor IX, dihydrofolate reductase, gastrin, preproglucagon, growth hormone, glycoprotein alpha subunit, alpha-globin (zeta and alpha-2), beta-globin (epsilon, gamma, delta, and beta), immune interferon, 13 immunoglobulins (GenBank codes CC2, CC4, CC8, CDl, CD2, CD6, CD7, HAE2, HVA, HVC, HVFl, KC3, and KVA, all prefixed by HUMIG), interleukin, insulin, metallothionein-II, metallothionein-IA, three class I major-histocompatibility-complex (MHC) genes (GenBank codes MH, MHA3, and MHCW3, prefixed by HUM), four class II MHC genes (GenBank codes HCDCB, MHDRHl, MHDRS, and MHDXA, prefixed by HUM), a class III MHC gene (GenBank code HUMMHBGEN), c-myc proto-oncogene, beta-nerve growth factor, placental lactogen hormone, parathyroid hormone, cha-ras 1 proto-oncogene, c-sis proto-oncogene, somatostatin, and beta-tubulin.
To analyze G+C content, the proportion of G+C bases was calculated for each intron and exon. The variability in these proportions was estimated separately for introns and exons, using the model
where pg is the observed proportion in the jth intron or exon in the ith gene, n: is the mean probability in the genome, gi is a deviation common to all introns (exons) in the ith gene with variance og2, wii is a deviation due to the jth intron (exon) within the ith gene with variance CJ,,,~, and eii is a sampling error with binomial variability that was estimated by means of the unbiased estimator pti( 1 -pu)/(no -l), where nil is the number of bases in the intron (exon). Thus, og2 and o,,,~ represent variability among and within genes, respectively, after removal of the binomial sampling error. A program was written to estimate these parameters by the method of maximum likelihood, under the assumption of normality of gi, wii, and eii. Data on dinucleotide frequencies are presented as the dinucleotide index, defined as the ratio of the observed frequency of a dinucleotide to the frequency expected under independence (calculated by multiplying together the frequencies of the two bases in question). To calculate this index for introns or exons in a group of genes (e.g., over the whole set of 56 genes), the observed and expected frequencies were calculated separately for each intron (or exon) and then summed over all the genes before calculating the ratio; for exons, expected frequencies were also calculated separately for each of the three pairs of coding positions (12, 23, and 3 1) to allow for positional differences in base frequencies.
I have previously used pseudogenes to estimate mutation rates between bases, conditional on the identity of the neighboring bases (Bulmer 1986) . With use of the (Cox and Miller 1965) , these estimates were used to calculate the predicted equilibrium distribution of trinucleotides-and hence to find the predicted dinucleotide frequencies in a stretch of DNA that has been subject to these mutation rates, without selection, for an indefinite time (Bulmer 1986, table 4) . Dinucleotide indices predicted from this table will form a useful basis of comparison with the observed indices. Table 1 shows that the among-genes and the within-gene variability are both highly significant for both introns and exons. In each case the among-genes variance is larger than the within-gene variance, suggesting the existence of segments of the genome extending over some distance, with varying G+C contents. The variance is considerably larger for introns than for exons, a circumstance that may be due to the counteracting effect of selective constraints in exons.
Results

G+C Content
If the high among-genes variances reflect long-range variability in G+C content, one would expect a high correlation between exons and introns within the same gene. To test this, the overall G+C content was calculated for all introns (exons) within each gene. These values are plotted for the sample of 56 human genes in figure 1, which demonstrates this correlation.
The variances observed are substantial. For introns, the observed among-genes variance (?rg2 = 0.0 154) gives a range of G+C content 2 SDS either side of the mean from 0.27 to 0.77; figure 1 confirms this range of variability graphically. The mean G+C content (0.52) is higher than the value of -0.40 for bulk DNA. These findings agree with the suggestions of Bernardi et al. (1985) and of Aota and Ikemura (1986) that (1) the mammalian genome is a mosaic of very long DNA segments that are fairly homogeneous in base content within themselves but differ strongly from each other in G+C content and (2) genes tend to be found in G+C-rich segments. The equilibrium G+C content predicted from mutation rates in pseudogenes (Bulmer 1986 close to the content of bulk DNA. This suggests that pseudogenes are not preferentially found in G+C-rich segments of the genome but are scattered at random with respect to G+C content.
Dinucleotide Indices
Departures from randomness in a sequence of nucleotides can be assessed from the ratios of observed dinucleotide frequencies to the frequencies expected under independence. These observed-to-expected ratios are here called dinucleotide indices, as noted above (in Methods). Table 2 shows the indices observed in the introns and exons of 56 human genes, together with the indices predicted in neutral DNA after allowing for neighboring-base effects on mutation rates by using estimates obtained from investigation of pseudogenes (Bulmer 1986 ). The calculations already have been described in more detail (see Methods above).
The predicted CG deficiency, owing to a high mutation rate at this doublet (caused by cytosine methylation) in vertebrates, shows up in both exons and introns; the higher CG index in exons (0.50) than in introns (0.30) may be due to the counteracting effect of selection pressure. The predicted increases in TG, CA, AG, and CT also occur in both exons and introns. There is an unpredicted increase in the index down the diagonal in introns but not in exons, reflecting a tendency toward repetition of the same base; a possible mechanism would be base duplication leading to an insertion, which would be rapidly eliminated by selection in exons. (See the discussion of "runniness" by Grantham et al. [ 19851 and of "cryptic simplicity" by Tautz et al. [ 19861.) But the main unpredicted finding is the TA deficiency in both introns and exons, a deficiency that has been found previously in many species by Nussinov (1984) and in rat introns by Avery (submitted) . There is also an unpredicted deficiency in AC and GT doublets; note that these are complementary doublets, in which one would expect to find similar behavior. Is variability in G+C richness reflected in dinucleotide indices? Data for human introns of G+C-poor, -medium, and -rich genes are shown in table 3. The main conclusions are that AA, TT, and AT indices are depressed and that AG, CT, CA, and TG indices are elevated in G+C-rich genes vis-a-vis G+C-medium or -poor genes. The CG index is depressed in G+C-poor genes (confirming the results of Bemardi et al. [ 1985] ), and the TA ratio decreases linearly with G+C richness. Apart from small sampling errors, the values for complementary doublets in each matrix in table 3 are symmetric about the secondary diagonal.
We now examine in more detail the most striking departures from randomness: the deficiencies of CG and TA doublets.
The CG Index It was suggested above that the higher CG index in exons vis-a-vis introns might be due to selective constraints. This suggestion is strengthened by considering the index in the three pairs of coding positions in exons; it is 0.66 in positions 1 and 2, which are under the greatest constraint, and drops to 0.42 and 0.46 in positions 2 and 3 and in positions 3 and 1, respectively. Smith et al. ( 1985) suggest that there is a high CG index on the codon boundary (i.e. in positions 3 and l), but, after allowing for differences in base usage in different coding positions, this does not appear to be the case. There is considerable variability in the CG index among genes both in exons and in introns, as suggested by Bird (1986) . Figure 2 , in plotting the CG index in exons and introns of 56 human genes, both demonstrates the variability and shows the correlated behavior between introns and exons in the same gene.
A statistical analysis of the within-gene variability of the CG index showed no evidence of heterogeneity for either exons or introns in 47 of the 56 genes studied, but it did show strong evidence of heterogeneity in the remaining nine genes. In these nine genes a satisfactory fit was obtained by allowing a single breakpoint, with the CG index changing for both exons and introns at this point. (Separate values were fitted for exons and introns.) In other words, if there is heterogeneity, there is a fairly sharp threshold, with the CG index changing in the same direction at this point-though not necessarily by the same amount -in exons and introns. In seven genes (of which three are closely related) the change is from a high CG index at the 5' end to a low index at the 3' end; these genes are alpha-cardiac actin, c-fos oncogene, enkephalin, a class II MHC gene (HUMHCDCB), and the three related class I MHC genes. In the other two genes (zeta-globin and Ig C-epsilon) it is in the reverse direction. It has been suggested that there is a tendency for a high CG index to be concentrated at the 5' end (Tykocinski and Max 1984; Bird 1986 ). To illustrate this point, table 4 shows the data for the class I HLA gene A3 , which shows a sharp change from high to low CG indices after exon 3. An identical pattern is seen both in other human genes within the same multigene family (Malissen et al. 1982; Sodoyer et al. 1984) and in the homologous class I MHC genes of the mouse and rabbit (Moore et al. 1982; Weiss et al. 1983; Tykocinski and Max 1984) . This is a striking example of evolutionary conservation of the CG index. Another example is provided by the adult globin genes shown in table 5. There is a low index in all beta-globins. In alpha-globins, there is a high index in man and goat and in one chicken gene but a low index in mouse and in the other chicken gene. There is considerable variability in the CG index, with rather sharp boundaries between regions with low and high indices and with quite strong evolutionary conservation of these differences. Figure 3 shows that the CG index is positively correlated with the G+C content in both introns and exons, as suggested by Bemardi et al. (1985) .
The TA Index
The TA index in the three pairs of coding positions (averaged over exons of all 56 genes) is 0.58 in positions 1 and 2 and drops to 0.49 and 0.48 in positions 2 and 3 and in positions 3 and 1, respectively. Thus, like the CG index, it is highest in positions 1 and 2, which are under the greatest selective constraint. Unlike the CG index, however, in all three pairs of positions the TA index is lower in exons than it is in introns (where it averages 0.73).
A statistical analysis of the variability of the TA index showed no evidence of heterogeneity for exons either among genes or among exons within the same gene. For introns, there is no evidence of heterogeneity among introns within the same The two halves of the nine heterogeneous genes were treated separately, and any points for which, when independence is assumed, the expected number of CG doublets was < 10 were excluded.
gene, but there is strong evidence of heterogeneity among genes (x2= 120.8 with 55 df, P < 10m5). This heterogeneity is due to a negative correlation with the G+C content; there is a satisfactory fit after allowing for a regression of the TA index on this factor (x2 = 46.3 with 54 df), as shown graphically in figure 4.
Dinucleotide Frequencies in Nontranscribed Spacer Regions
Introns are transcribed and spliced out, and it may be that their nucleotide sequences are affected by selective forces acting on the efficiency of these processes. This can be investigated by comparing them to neighboring, nontranscribed spacer regions. The human alpha-and beta-globin regions were chosen for this purpose. After exclusion of all genes and pseudogenes from the CAAT box to the polyadenylation site, together with the Alu sequences found here, there were 15 spacer segments in the alpha-globin region and 19 spacer segments in the beta-globin region, containing altogether 9,822 and 25,268 bases, respectively. Observed and expected (under independence) dinucleotide frequencies were calculated separately for each segment and then summed. The indices are shown in table 6; they are similar to the intron indices in table 2. Table 7 shows the G+C contents and the CG and TA indices for the introns and intergenic regions of the two globins. There is close agreement between the values for the introns and those for the intergenic regions of beta-globin. The discrepancies in the CG and TA indices of alpha-globin can be attributed to the difference in the G+C content (cf. figs. 3,4) ; the latter may well be due to chance, since there is wide variability in the G+C content within the intergenic region in alpha-globin. (The intron data include embryonic and fetal as well as adult globin, but they are all related.) It can be concluded that dinucleotide indices in introns and nontranscribed spacer regions are similar; there is no evidence, after removing the splice junctions, that intron sequences are affected by selection acting on transcription or splicing. 
Discussion
The main finding of the present paper is the high variability between genes both in G+C content and in the frequency (compared with expectation) of the doublets CG and TA. Since this variability is mirrored in the nontranscribed spacer regions, it seems unlikely to be due to variable selection pressures and is thus most likely due to variable mutation rates. To account for the variability in G+C content (ranging between 0.3 and 0.7, according to fig. l) , we must suppose (1) that in G+C-rich genes there is a higher mutation rate from A and T to G and C than vice versa and (2) that in G+C-poor regions the opposite is true. This postulated variability in mutation rates in different parts of the genome presumably depends in some way on the local environment. Bernardi et al. ( 1985) and Aota and Ikemura ( 1986) present evidence that G+C richness is associated with chromosomal banding patterns, G+C-poor genes being found in G bands and G+C-rich genes in R bands. The deficiency of CC doublets is probably due to the presence at this doublet of methylated cytosine, which mutates abnormally frequently to thymine (Coulondre et al. 1978; Bird 1980; Razin and Riggs 1980; Bulmer 1986 ). We may suppose that introns with a low CG ratio of -0.2 have most of their cytosine in this doublet methylated in the germ line whereas introns with a CG ratio approaching unity are unmethylated. Bird (1986) suggests that unmethylated regions form short islands that are protected from methylation by a protein bound to them. It can be inferred from figure 3 that although the degree of methylation is negatively correlated with G+C richness (see also Bernardi et al. 1985) , this is not the whole story; a G+C content >0.5 is a necessary-but not a sufficient-condition for substantial undermethylation. Though it has been found by Nussinov (1984) in many species (both prokaryote and eukaryote) but not in mitochondrial DNA, the cause of the TA deficiency is unknown.
In a previous paper (Bulmer 1986 ) mutation rates, after allowing for neighboringbase effects, were estimated from substitution rates in 14 pseudogenes and were used to predict dinucleotide frequencies in neutral DNA. The frequency of transitions from C when followed by G was increased nearly IO-fold in all pseudogenes over the frequency of transitions when not followed by G, with no evidence of variability in the magnitude of the increase between pseudogenes. The predicted CG index was 0.2 (see table 2), and the predicted G+C content was 0.38. Thus, all the pseudogenes behave as if they are in a low-G+C, low-CG-index part of the genome, although the genes from which they arose are variable in these respects. This may be coincidental, or it may be related to the environmental background necessary for creating a pseudogene.
There is reasonably good agreement between the dinucleotide indices in introns of G+C-poor genes (bottom of table 3) and the predictions from pseudogenes (bottom of table 2), suggesting that introns behave as do selectively neutral DNA segments. The main discrepancies are (1) an excess in the observed indices down the diagonal, which may be due to duplicative insertion, and (2) a deficiency of TA, AC, and GT doublets; one wonders whether the latter might be due to a different environmental background leading to different behavior.
